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My name is Robert J. Broxton, Sr. I am currently a Mail Handler employed by the
United States Postal Service at the Central MA Processing & Distribution Center. I am
also currently President of Local 301 of the National Postal Mail Handlers Union
(NPMHU), which represents approximately 3,100 Mail Handlers in the states of
Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and the greater part of
Connecticut. I began my career with the Postal Service as a Mail Handler employed at
the Boston General Mail Facility in March of 1984. I was voluntarily reassigned to the
Central MA Processing & Distribution Center in Shrewsbury, MA in September of 1991.
The purpose of my testimony is to provide additional information to the
Commission regarding the Postal Service’s proposed consolidations in New England.
Based on my knowledge of these facilities, my many years as a Postal employee, and
my review of the Area Mail Processing (AMP) studies of the New England
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consolidations, I am concerned that the Postal Service has under-estimated the costs of
this consolidation and the effects it will have on the efficient delivery of the mail.
Based on my review of the consolidations, and my knowledge of the facilities
involved, I have particular concerns with three proposed consolidations in the New
England area: 1) the consolidation of the Eastern Maine facility into the Southern Maine
facility; 2) the consolidation of the White River Junction, Vermont facility into Burlington;
and 3) the consolidation of the Central Massachusetts P&DC letter processing into
Boston.
The geography of Maine is the first and primary reason why the consolidation of
Eastern Maine into Southern Maine is unsound. Page 6 of the AMP study shows a map
of Maine, with the two facilities. It is 134 miles between the two facilities, but, as shown
by the map, the Eastern Maine facility has an extremely large coverage area, and the
distances between the far reaches of Northeastern Maine and the Southern facility is
prohibitive. This area of Maine is largely rural, and many of these residents and
businesses continue to depend heavily on the U.S. mail, as they may not have the
same access to the internet, retail, and pharmaceuticals that urban residents enjoy.
There is just one main road through Maine, I-95, which makes the distribution of mail
throughout the state more difficult. And, given the weather conditions for much of the
year, 134 miles in Maine is much more than 134 miles in another area of the country.
Senator Olympia Snowe wrote a letter to the Postmaster General on January 26, 2012,
expressing her strenuous opposition to this consolidation. I attach her letter to my
testimony, and agree whole-heartedly with the concerns raised by Senator Snowe.
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My concerns about the White River Junction consolidation echo my concerns
regarding the Maine consolidation. In Vermont winters, moving the mail these
additional miles is going to be very difficult, and the very rural and remote communities
serviced by this facility will suffer.
The Central Massachusetts consolidation is also troubling. This is a newer
facility in Shrewsbury, which was opened in 1991 because Boston was having trouble
handling mail volume, and has been operating very efficiently. Boston, in contrast to
Central Massachusetts, is a very old facility that is significantly outdated. The “new”
building in Boston was built in the 1970s, and the older portion is much older.
According to the Postal Service’s own AMP study, the per hour volume processed at
Central Massachusetts is much higher than the per hour volume processed in Boston
(see page 15). In addition, while the distance between Central Massachusetts and
Boston is not great, the traffic along the Massachusetts Pike coming into Boston is often
terrible and it can take twenty minutes to go the last mile to get into the plant.
Particularly given that the Middlesex letters—a large daily volume—will also be coming
into Boston for processing, I am very concerned that the facility will not be able to
efficiently handle the mail in a timely manner.
Based on my reviews of the studies, and my knowledge of the facilities involved,
it appears that the Postal Service is making consolidation decisions based upon building
size and capacity, rather than looking at the efficiency or productivity of the buildings. In
my past experience with consolidations, the Postal Service often does not adequately
account for these facility-specific issues. For instance, when Portsmouth processing
was consolidated into Manchester, the Postal Service did not account for space
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required to move the mail, and put the additional DBCS machine in the aisle where mail
was historically moved, forcing Mail Handlers to drive the mail around the perimeter of
the facility, rather than straight through it.
I also have concerns with some of the costing contained in these AMPs. For
instance, the Eastern Maine P&DC does not include any funds budgeted for utilities
post-consolidation (see page 33 of the study). The study states that the BMAU and
carriers will remain at the Eastern Maine facility, along with a hub operation, and will
retain 13 craft employees (see pages 4-5 of the study). Even if the building were empty,
the Postal Service could not totally abandon the utilities in Maine winters—with these
functions remaining, it makes no sense not to have a budget for utilities.

In White

River Junction, the Postal Service has budgeted not a single dollar for custodial
services or building equipment—although there will continue to be fourteen craft
employees stationed there (see page 35 of the AMP).
Finally, I do not believe that the Postal Service’s public input process was
adequate to fully explore the local impact of the proposed consolidations. I attended a
number of public hearings and several were scheduled in locations that lacked sufficient
parking or were booked in rooms that were too small to accommodate the number of
people in attendance. Many of those who attended the public hearings for Central MA
and Southern CT had to stand for the entire meeting, either in the back of the room or in
the hallways outside. The Postal Service appeared to come to these hearings to deliver
a pre-set message, rather than to learn from community concerns. In many cases,
public comments were limited. Although the Postal Service presented figures regarding
anticipated savings, the Postal Service representatives were not able to explain these
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figures or explain how they were calculated, which severely impeded the public’s ability
to provide feedback or pose questions regarding the Postal Service’s proposal. When
the USPS representative was asked at the Southern CT public meeting to provide the
data upon which the AMP studies would be decided, the USPS response was that the
data would be provided, but only upon approval of the study. Providing the data to the
public only after the decision has been made does not allow the public to provide
meaningful input into the decision-making process.
Respectfully submitted,
Patrick T. Johnson
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